Technology and data have revolutionised the way the modern
world operates. The legal and commercial implications are
complex and rapidly-evolving – and impact every organisation.
Bird & Bird has built a stellar global reputation for providing
sophisticated, pragmatic advice to companies which are shaping
the world’s digital future.
Bird & Bird’s rapidly growing Tech & Comms, Media and Data team is looking to recruit a
junior associate in Brussels. Join us in our mission to support our technology and datadriven clients by providing smart, creative legal advice.
How will you make your mark?
By providing top-tier leading advice and assistance in the core areas of the practice:
• General commercial matters, with a particular focus on IT and e-commerce contracts as well as technology
licensing;
• Copyright related questions with a particular focus on IT and Media;
• Telecommunications and IT, as well as compliance aspects of disruptive products and services such as
cloud computing, big data, Internet of Things and AI;
• Data protection compliance projects, international transfers of data, security breaches and all aspects of
online data protection.
To be successful, you can count on the firm’s support to:
• Take on responsibility from day one, enjoying challenging work with sophisticated clients in hightechnology areas;
• Handle complex national and cross-border matters, with a strong focus on transactional contentious
matters in front of both national courts and the European Court of Justice;
• Develop excellent client relationships;
• Build your career in the firm, developing your legal, business and interpersonal skills through training and
feedback from top-notch practitioners;
• Be actively involved in marketing and business development initiatives in a truly international firm;
• Take part in various social activities and events of our Brussels office and internationally.
How to get your foot in the door?
You have a strong interest in technology, being a geek is a plus for this position. We’re open to meeting you
whether you’re just starting out in your career or have upto 4 years of experience.

We expect you to have a law degree that’s backed up by strong academic results. You’re fluent in English and
French/Dutch, with a good command of the other national language. You have strong writing and analytical
skills that allow you to identify key issues. You are ready to roll up your sleeves together with our team
around the globe, eager to grasp the latest technology our clients are working with and deliver the highquality work they expect.
Take the next step
If you think you are the right fit for our leading Tech & Comms, Media and Data Protection team in Brussels,
apply here or send your cv, motivation letter and transcripts to brurecruitment@twobirds.com.
Learn more about our firm at www.twobirds.com. You can find the latest updates from our team on LinkedIn
at www.linkedin.com/company/bird-&-bird-llp/
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